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Exterior Supplies
Cyclone: A highly concentrated, biodegradable, zero VOC cleaner that can be diluted up to 40 to 1 with water. Cyclone easily
cleans the toughest baked on grime, hydraulic fluid and exhaust residue. Cyclone meets these specifications:
▼ Boeing D6-17487 Rev. P
▼ Mil-PRF - 87937D - Type II and Type IV
▼ Douglas Aircraft CSD No. 1 - Type 1
▼ AMS 1526B
Cyclone T-40: Ready to use, thickened version of the Cyclone. Same great cleaning ability with the viscosity providing cling to vertical surfaces. Meets the same specifications at Cyclone.
Turbine Cleaner: Made to remove soot, grime and varnish film from turbine jet engines. Fast acting, environmentally safe formula
does not contain any solvents, yet cleans quickly to improve engine performance.
▼ Mil - PRF - 85704C Type II and Type III
Jet Seal Polymer Selaant: An easy to use aircraft exterior sealant that shines and protects the surface from acid rain and other
harmful environmental contaminates. Jet Seal contains 4 different polymers. When applied to the surface, the polymers will crosslink and cure. This creates a thin plastic-like film over the surface of the plane. It keeps the paint looking new and reduces drag. Jet
Seal can be applied by hand or with a polishing machine.
Metal Brite: High quality metal polish for use on all metals. Use by machine or hand to clean and brighten metal. Great on aluminum and stainless steel. Can make aluminum shine like chrome when used with a high speed polisher or polishing ball attached
to a hand drill for detail work.
Body Clay: Fast acting body clay used to remove paint overspray, tree sap, and other environmental contaminates. Non-abrasive
formula will not scratch or harm paint or metal surfaces. Quickly removes contaminates and creates a smooth, slick surface to
apply Jet Seal Polymer Sealant.
Showroom Finish: A non-streaking instant detailer and clay lubricant. Quickly removes light dust and dirt from paint, plastic, and
all metal surfaces. Just a quick spray and wipe with a micro-fiber towel creates a slick, bright finish. Lasts for several washings.

Interior Supplies
Aircraft Interior Cleaner: A super concentrate, high foaming interior cleaner. Dilutes 64 parts water to 1 part shampoo. Creates a
thick, rich foam to penetrate carpets & fabric and lift the dirt without over wetting the material. Also, works great on leather seats.
Contains optical brighteners to restore color and brightness to carpets & fabric. This product passes the Vertical Flammability Test:
▼ 14 CFR Part 25.853(a)Appendix F Part I (a)(1)(ii)
Qwik Dress: A non-greasy vinyl, rubber, and plastic protectant. Great for protecting all interior and exterior surfaces from UV light,
smog, and grime. Qwik Dress is a thick, concentrated formula. Outshines and outlasts competitive products even when diluted with
water. For exterior surfaces, dilute 1:1 with water. For interior surfaces, dilute up to 5:1 with water to achieve desired shine.
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